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The number of times a player has been selected as the MVP of a game. (This is often abbreviated MVP when used as a word in
isolation, or as MV.) A player may have multiple MVP awards in his or her career. This statistic is especially notable for

goaltenders. Top 3 in a match or series only. 4 points for the winner of a game. 3 points for the loser of a game. 1 point for a
win in overtime, or a draw in regulation time. At times the deciding point in a series will be awarded to one of the teams that
lost the game, rather than the team that won. A single point may be awarded to either the winner or the loser of a game in the

event that both teams have the same number of points at the end of a game or series. This is called a split decision. The date and
time of the birth of the player as listed in the official team websites or in player profiles. This is not necessarily the day and time
of birth of a player, but rather the day on which the information is published. A player's actual birthdate can be further learned
through use of the websites for the teams of which the player is a member. Some websites will list several birthdays, the earliest

of which is the one that is generally used. This list will not include birthdays that have been estimated by journalists, such as
birthdays calculated from a source such as a player profile, a website, or an interview. The actual birthdate of a player may

differ from the above due to a discrepancy in the date recorded in a team's website, a discrepancy in the source from which the
date was originally calculated, or an error by a journalist. The official name and logo of the National Hockey League. Used in
the logo of the Canadian-based NHL team of the same name, the NHL franchise is headquartered in Buffalo, New York. The

ice surface in the National Hockey League. It is a form of ice that has a thickness of 3 inches, and a surface of one inch. The ice
itself is made up of individual sheets, each about the size of a 10-inch-by-10-inch-by-2-inch piece of plywood, which are

attached to a base of wood or metal on each side of the rink, using glue. The ice surface is coated with a plastic finish, which
may be called ice wax or hockey wax. The current NCAA college hockey conference consisting of the National Collegiate
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